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Thule Society

(aka Brotherhood Of Death Society)

In past programs, we have stated that the New World Order could not have been realized had it not been for the
intense activities of various secret societies throughout the world. We have mentioned one world-wide secret
society, the Brotherhood Of Death Society, whose symbol is the skull with two crossed bones.

The German Brotherhood of Death Society is the Thule Society. Adolf Hitler joined this society in 1919, becoming
an adept under the leadership of Dietrich Eckhart. Later, the Thule Society selected Hitler to be their leader of
the New World Order, as Eckhart revealed on his deathbed, saying, "Follow Hitler; he will dance, but it is I who
have called the tune. I have initiated him into the Secret Doctrine, opened his centers in vision, and given him
the means to communicate with the powers." (Trevor Ravenscroft, The Spear Of Destiny, p. 91).

In August, 1990, President George Bush announced that the world had now entered into a New World Order.
Shockingly President Bush is an adept in an American Brotherhood of Death Society, the Yale Skull and Bones
Society. As we stated earlier, Bush's New World Order is virtually identical with Hitler's; the key connecting point
is the common membership in their respective Brotherhood of Death Societies (Bill Cooper, Behold A Pale Horse,
p. 81; plus Antony Sutton, Introduction To The Order, p.7).

Thule members practice a form of Sexual Magic derived from a lodge of which Aleister Crowley was a member.
Crowley was recognized as the foremost worshipper of Satan in the 19th Century. "The origin of this...medieval
magic...can be traced to a Freemason, Robert Little, who founded the Societas Rosicruciana in 1865...
(Ravenscroft, Spear of Destiny, p. 164-5).

While the actual sexual perversions which were practiced are too offensive to share, the results are not. Author
Revenscroft stated that "indulgence in the most sadistic rituals awakened penetrating vision into the workings of
Evil Intelligences and bestowed phenomenal magical powers." (Ibid. p. 167). This is the Thule Society.
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